
 

 

 

Albany Area Metropolitan Planning Organization                      

City of Albany • City of Jefferson • City of Millersburg • City of Tangent • Linn County •  
Benton County • Oregon Department of Transportation 

 

The meeting location is accessible to persons with disabilities. Sign language, interpreter services or other 

accommodations can also be provided by contacting Emma Chavez at least 48 hours prior to the meeting. 

Emma can be reached at 541-967-8551 (TTY/TTD 711) or echavez@ocwcog.org. 

Policy Board Agenda 
 

Date:   Thursday, March 27, 2019  
Time:    2:30 to 4:30 pm 
Location:   OCWCOG Albany Office, Upstairs Conference Room 
   1400 Queen Ave SE, Albany OR 
Contact:   Dana Nichols, Transportation Planner 
Teleconference: 541-497-7311, pin #841 

   
1. 2:30 Call to Order, Agenda Review, and Introductions               Chair Beyerl 

   
2. 2:35 Public Comment                                               Chair 
 

3. 2:40 Minutes from January 23, 2019 Meeting (Attachment A) and  
March 12, 2019 Special Teleconference Meeting (Attachment B)      Chair 
ACTION: Approve Minutes  

 

4. 2:45 TIP Amendments  (Attachment C)            Staff 
The Board is asked to approve requests to modify the Transportation 
Improvement Plan (TIP): (1) Amendment for project key #18709, and a (2) 
Adjustment for project key #20215. Staff has also provided the Policy Board 
with an administrative modification to the TIP as an informational item. 
ACTION: Information/Approval 

 
5. 3:00 Linn-Benton Loop               Staff 

Staff has prepared a presentation about the Linn-Benton Loop budget based 
on the request of a board member. The Policy Board is asked to re-affirm 
AAMPO member on Linn-Benton Loop Board and approve an amendment to 
the Linn-Benton Loop IGA.  
ACTION: AAMPO member selected for Linn Benton Loop Board and 
approval of Linn-Benton Loop IGA update. 

  
6. 3:55 Discussion of Upcoming Work Items                                      Staff 

 Scenario Planning project with the DLCD. (Attachment D) 

 Outcome of Joint TAC meeting  
ACTION: Discussion  

 
7. 4:10 Jurisdictional Updates                                                  All   
       ACTION: Discussion     
 
8. 4:30 Adjourn                   

         
  



ALBANY METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
POLICY BOARD DRAFT MEETING MINUTES 

Wednesday, January 23, 2019 
2:30 – 4:00 pm 

Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments 
Upstairs Conference Room / 1400 Queen Ave. SE, Albany 

Policy Board Members Attending: Dave Beyerl, Darrin Lane, Patrick Malone, and Annabelle Jaramillo 
Policy Board Members Absent: Bill Coburn, Don Miller, Greg Jones, John Huestis, and Roger Nyquist 
Alternates Present: Chris Bailey, James Feldman, and Georgia Edwards 
Staff Attending: Phil Warnock, Dana Nichols, Nick Meltzer, and Emma Chavez    

TOPIC DISCUSSION DECISION / CONCLUSION 

1. Call to Order and
Agenda Review

Agenda addition: Election of Officers 

Staff provided a handout that includes the chairmanship history 
and officers section of the Bylaws.  

Darrin Lane nominated Dave Beyerl to continue serving as Chair. 
Members met Consensus. 

Darrin nominated Annabelle Jaramillo to continue serving as the 
Vice-Chair. However, Jaramillo noted that she will no longer be a 
member of the Board. She will be replaced with Patrick Malone. 

Georgia Edwards nominated Bill Coburn to serve as Vice-Chair. 
Members met consensus.  

The meeting was called to 
order at 2:34 pm by the 
Chair, Dave Beyerl. 
Nomination of Officers 
was added to the agenda.  

Consensus by the Policy 
Board for Dave Beyerl to 
continue serving as Chair, 
and Bill Coburn to serve 
as Vice Chair.  

2. Public Comments There were no comments 
from the public. 

3. Minutes of September
26, 2018 meeting.

Consensus to approve the 
September 26, 2018 
meeting minutes. 

4. Performance Measure Dan Fricke with the Oregon Department of Transportation advised 
that the Policy Board has adopted its Regional Transportation 
Plan (RTP). It was noted during the RTP process many 
intersections did not meet state or local mobility targets. The 

Consensus from the 
Policy Board to approve 
the Alternative Mobility 
Targets for US20, OR 99E, 
and OR164.  
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Oregon Highway Plan however, allows opportunity for updating 
targets for specific locations.  
 
ODOT went through a process to evaluate and identify potentials 
for establishing mobility targets at certain locations. It is a five step 
process. Several of the intersections did not require the last steps 
in the process.  
 
Fricke explained that due to certain constraints, roadways are 
expected to not be improved to the extent required to meet local 
level-of-service standards or roadway volume-to-capacity ratios 
based on current mobility targets for the end of the 20-year 
planning horizon. However, not meeting capacity standards is 
sometimes due to a desire to keep local urban design and 
livability preferences intact. ODOT determined that the five-step 
alternative mobility target process brought most intersections into 
compliance. Some intersections were still left with a level higher 
than 1.0, however these are located in areas that were flagged 
with larger regional policy issues that should be addressed. 
 
It was also noted that alternate mobility targets take into account 
existing land use.  If a land use change (i.e., comprehensive plan 
amendment and/or zone change) is proposed, the alternate 
mobility target is used to evaluate its impacts and develop suitable 
mitigation. 
 
Staff Nick Metlzer noted that the alternative mobility targets 
discussion is carried over from when Tarah Campi was staffing 
AAMPO and he is assisting in carrying over the conversation. He 
brought members attention to the additional memo on Attachment 
B which includes the AAMPO TAC concerns. Meltzer advised that 
the TAC agree with the mobility targets, however they wanted to 
bring it to the Board for review.  
 
Lane stated that as a TAC member, he can note that the TAC 
supports the alternative mobility targets. However, they wanted 
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the Board to weigh in on this because it is a policy decision. Lane 
went on to state that the mobility standards enhance the ability to 
allow things to occur that might not otherwise be able to occur 
given the impossibility of being able to realistically meet the 
standards. Additionally, he noted that things are not the same as 
they were when the standards were originally developed. 
 
Fricke advised that the final step would be to take the mobility 
targets to the Oregon Transportation Commission (OTC) as an 
official amendment to the Oregon Highway Plan.  
 
Chris Bailey stated that there are a couple of the intersections with 
projects in their local TSP.  She questioned how those projects 
will be scored by ODOT and if the mobility targets are loosened, 
will the projects lose their competitiveness.  
 
Fricke stated that he does not believe there will be an impact on 
the projects. The projects are evaluated on their merits.  
 
Lane noted that a possible impact is if a project currently doesn’t 
meet the standard, and it doesn’t meet the new standard; the 
proposed improvement could improve to the point where it does 
meet the standard, and may look more favorably than a project 
that costs much less to improve it if it doesn’t meet the standard. 
He noted that this would depend on the funding source and 
criteria.  
 
Fricke stated that Lane raises a good point in that, how you 
establish the evaluation criteria for evaluating projects as an MPO 
will have much to do with it as any other factor. 
 
When questioned;, Fricke stated that once it is adopted by the 
OTC, it becomes a policy. If things improve, it could be amended 
back but this has not happened yet. He also noted that in some 
areas, targets have been adopted at lower standards.  
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Lindsey question if the new standards would prevent overbuilding.  
 
Fricke replied that it doesn’t necessarily prevent overbuilding but it 
could make it more difficult or more expensive and there would be 
significant mitigation requirements.  

5.  The VI Annual 
Accomplishments Report 

Staff Phil Warnock advised that members received the Title VI 
Annual Accomplishments report as Attachment C. The document 
captures the reporting requirements relative to demographics and 
describes the communications plan for public notices. AAMPO 
began collecting demographic information in fiscal year 2017, per 
the report requirements.  

 

6. Discussion of Upcoming 
Work Items 

Warnock stated that the Cody Meyer with the Department of Land and 
Conservation Department (DLCD) will provide an update to the Board 
on where they stand on the selection of the contractor for providing 
assistance with the Scenario Planning project. The project is set to wrap 
up in June of 2019.    
 
Warnock noted that AAMPO and CAMPO TAC will be brought together 
to discuss coordination between jurisdictional boundaries. This ties well 
with the Linn-Benton Loop Service Development Plan. The project is to 
put together an enhancement plan that will be included and used for the 
STIF application that will be submitted by May 2019.   
 
Meltzer added that the joint AAMPO/CAMPO TAC meeting was 
postponed during staff changes. The meeting will allow for discussion of 
regional projects and updates such as the Regional Park and Ride Plan, 
and the Multi-Modal Connectivity Plan.  
 
Warnock stated that the COG is also looking to do professional 
development trainings on bikeway designs. These training will be 
available to planning and engineers around the community.  
 
INTRODCTIONS WERE CONDUCTED AT THIS TIME: Dana Nichols 
advised that she will be working as the AAMPO Transportation Planner. 
Warnock noted that Nick Meltzer and Dana Nichols have been working 
to align the AAMPO and CAMPO UPWPs and to better align other MPO 
work. The rest of members an attendees introduced themselves.  
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7. Passenger Rail 
Workshop 

Meltzer provided an update on the Passenger Rail project. Members 
received a handout of a power point presentation from ODOT. He 
advised that the State of Oregon and ODOT are looking into how to 
improve passenger rail from Eugene to Portland.  
 
Highlights: 

 Meltzer advised that Mayor Sharon Konopa is the Chair of the 
Leadership Council of the Passenger Rail Study. 

 Draft Environmental Impact Statement is finished  

 Moving forward with alignment next to current one 

 Will save 10-15 minutes in travel 

 Will improve reliability with 6 trains per day 

 There is no funding identified for improvements 

 Federal grant funds would need to be applied for 
 

 
Georgia Edwards noted that the project does not include any land 
acquisition. She stated that the City of Tangent is not thrilled about the 
train going through the city and crossings being taken away when only 
two roads go from one side of the city to the other.  
 
Lane advised that there was a corridor study completed by Union Pacific 
and between the study and Tangent only having two crossings, there is 
a good chance to combat closing either of the two crossings.  

 

8. Information Sharing The City of Tangent’s new cross walk is fully operational. Unsure if 
ODOT has done its inspection but the cross walk is in operation.  
 
Benton County – the county is moving along with its STIF Plan.  
 
Jefferson – Love’s Truck Stop has increased traffic in the area all the 
way through Jefferson. JL. Population is a big factor but don’t think we 
will see major traffic change in next eight years.  

 

9. Adjournment  Meeting adjourned at 3:25 
pm.  
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ALBANY METROPOLITAN PLANNING ORGANIZATION 
POLICY BOARD DRAFT MINUTES 

Wednesday, March 12, 2019 
1:30 pm – 2:00 pm  

Teleconference Meeting 

Policy Board Members Attending: Dave Beyerl, Patrick Malone, and Roger Nyquist 
Policy Board Members Absent: Bill Coburn, Don Miller, Greg Jones, and John Huestis 
Alternates Present: Georgia Edwards, and James Feldmann 
Staff Attending: Dana Nichols, and Emma Chavez 
Public: Brennan Burbank, ODOT 

TOPIC DISCUSSION DECISION / CONCLUSION 

1. Call to Order and
Agenda Review

 The Chair, Dave Beyerl called the meeting to order at 1:32 pm. There were no changes to 
the agenda. 

2. Public Comments The Chair questioned if there had been any public comments prior to 
the meeting. Staff advised that no public comment was received.  

The Chair asked if there were any members of the public on the phone. 
There were not.  

There were no comments 
from the public. 

3. TIP Adjustment Dana Nichols advised that staff received a request for a TIP adjustment. 
She noted that requests to move more than $100,000 between phases 
requires an adjustment and Policy Board approval.  

The TIP adjustment came from ODOT and is for project 18850: Corvallis 
to Albany Scenic Trail to move $731,756.60 from the construction phase 
to preliminary engineering $355,601.15 and right of way $376,155.45.  

Nichols noted that the project manager, Brennan Burbank, provided 
justification for the adjustment: initiating the project took 9 months longer 
than expected.  

Commissioner Roger Nyquist questioned if this teleconference meeting 
had been advertised to the public appropriately. Staff, Emma Chavez 
advised that the meeting was advertised in the same manner as all 
regular meetings, via the same means of communications, including to 
all interested parties, and posted on the AAMPO webpage. 

Consensus by the Policy 
Board to approve the TIP 
adjustment as presented. 
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Commissioner Nyquist moved to approve the TIP adjustment as 
presented. Commissioner Patrick Malone seconded. Consensus by the 
Policy Board. 
 

4. Adjournment   Teleconference adjourned 
at 1:38 pm.  
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MEMORANDUM 

Oregon Cascades West Council of Governments 
Community & Economic Development 
1400 Queen Avenue, Suite 205 
Albany, Oregon 97322 

To: AAMPO Policy Board 
From: Dana Nichols, AAMPO Staff 
Date: March 27th, 2019 

Re: Requests for changes to the TIP 

Background 

The Policy Board is tasked with approving requested amendments and adjustments to the 

Transportation Improvement Plan (TIP), and is also notified when administrative modifications are 

made by Staff. This memorandum summarizes proposed changes to the TIP and asks for Policy Board 

approval where appropriate. 

1. TIP Amendment Request, Project Key Number 20215

The Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT) has requested an amendment to the Transportation 

Improvement Plan (TIP) for project key number 20215 for signal enhancements. The request is to 

separate existing funding from urban signal enhancements by State and Local use within the City of 

Albany. Funding for signal enhancements on 99E and US-20 will be moved to a new project, while 

signal enhancements at Waverly Drive/21st Avenue, Waverly/Drive/Grand Prairie Road, Queen 

Avenue/Hill Street, and Queen Avenue/Geary Street will continue to be funded through existing 

allocated funds. Attachment A provides additional detail to the movement of money between projects. 

ODOT has asked for this amendment because funds for local and state projects are not to be mixed, 

though this was not known at the time of TIP adoption. In order to be able to complete the signal 

enhancements, State highway enhancements will be funded using federal dollars with State match, and 

local road enhancements will be funded through federal dollars with only local match.  

Any revisions to the TIP must follow the procedures set forth by the approved document. In this case, 

the request falls under a “TIP Amendment” because the request will result in a major change to the 

project scope and budget. TIP Amendments require approval of the MPO Policy Board at a public 

meeting, as well as a 30-day comment period. The public comment period is currently active, running 

from March 8th – April 9th, 2019. Standard noticing procedures have been followed with the public 

comment request listed on the AAMPO website and notice listed in the Albany Democrat Herald.  

Possible Motion: I move to approve a TIP Amendment for project key #20215 in the AAMPO 

Transportation Improvement Plan FY18-21, for signal enhancements in the City of Albany as described 

in Attachment A, pending the receipt of public comment.  

2. TIP Adjustment Request, Project Key Number 18709

ODOT has initiated an adjustment request for project key number 18709, I-5 North Albany – Halsey 

Resurfacing. The request is to move $350,000 from Construction (CN) to Preliminary Engineering (PE). 

The following justification is provided from the Project Leader: 

“The original $300,000 for PE was established when the project was scoped back in 2013 and the 

construction estimate was $3,000,000. Sometime between scoping and getting in the STIP, Pavement 

Services determined that construction was $15,000,000 but they didn’t add anything to PE. In addition, 
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just last month the project leader got the go ahead to outsource the project, but we’re supposed to get 

to PS&E by this August.” 

Existing Proposed 

Preliminary Engineering $300,000 $650,000 

Construction $15,000,000 $14,650,000 

Total $15,300,000 $15,300,000 

Any revisions to the TIP must follow the procedures set forth by the approved document. In this case, 

the request falls under a “TIP Adjustment” because more than $100,000 of STP/STBGP funding is 

being transferred between different phases of the project. TIP Adjustments require approval of the MPO 

Policy Board at a public meeting, but do not require the 30-day comment period. 

Possible Motion: I move to approve a TIP Adjustment for project key #18709 in the AAMPO 

Transportation Improvement Plan FY18-21, to move $350,000 from Construction to Preliminary 

Engineering.  

3. TIP Administrative Modification, Project Key Number 21172

Benton County requested a modification to project key number 21172, Springhill Drive Overlay to add 

approximately 0.15 miles to the overlay from Hickory Street to Highway 20. The project description 

listed in the MTIP was incorrectly stated based on the application received from Benton County, so an 

additional administrative modification is needed to rectify this mistake and update the project 

description. Benton County will eventually overlay Springhill Drive from Independence Highway to 

Highway 20 (as listed in the MTIP now), however the financially constrained version of the project (as 

listed on their application) was only from Albany City Limits (Scenic Drive) to Hickory Street. The 

modifications are shown below, additions are underlined and exclusions are in strikethrough 

Project Title and Key Number: Springhill Drive Overlay, 21172 

Changes in Project Description: The Springhill Drive Overlay project would go from Hickory Street to 

Independence Highway (7.6 miles) Highway 20 to Albany City Limits (Scenic Drive) and consist of a 

minimum of two inches of asphalt. Portion in City limits with existing curb and gutters from Hickory 

Highway 20 to North Point would include a grind and inlay. 

Cost: PE, $64K; Construction, $576K 

Any revisions to the TIP must follow the procedures set forth by the approved document. In this case, 

the request falls under an “Administrative Modification” because the total project cost is not changing, 

the scope of the project terminus is extended by less than 0.25 miles, and the project description was 

only altered to correct an error. This item is informational only and does not require AAMPO Policy 

Board approval.  
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ATTACHMENT A 

Current Program Status: 

(State and Local Funding combined into one project) 

KN: 20215 PROJECT NAME: Region 2 (Central) urban signal enhancements 

Fix-It Region 2 

PHASE YEAR FUND CODE FEDERAL DOLLARS STATE MATCH LOCAL MATCH TOTAL DOLLARS 

PLAN  $    -   $    -   $-    $-   

PE 2019 MS30  $ 240,786.42  $   20,313.58  $-    $261,100.00 

R/W  $    -   $    -   $-    $-   

UR  $    -   $    -   $-    $-   

CN 2020 MS30  $   1,687,626.00  $     129,564.00  $12,810.00  $1,830,000.00 

OTHER  $    -   $    -   $-    $-   

TOTAL:  $1,928,412.42  $149,877.58  $12,810.00  $2,091,100.00 
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Amended Program Status: 

(State and Local Funding separate into two projects) 

KN: 20221 PROJECT NAME:  Area 4 and 5 signal enhancements 

Fix-It Region 2 

PHASE YEAR 
FUND 
CODE 

FEDERAL 
DOLLARS 

STATE MATCH LOCAL MATCH TOTAL DOLLARS 

PLAN  $    -   $     -    $-   

PE MS30 $ 632,295.36  $53,342.64  $-    $685,638.00 

R/W 2020 MS30  $   27,666.00  $  2,334.00  $-    $30,000.00 

UR  $    -   $     -    $-   

CN 2021 MS30 $3,236,425.86  $273,036.14  $-   $3,509,462.00 

OTHER  $    -   $   -    $-   

TOTAL:  $3,896,387.22  $328,712.78  $-    $4,225,100.00 

 $    3,117,700  < change 

1: change name 

3: add $900k split from 20225 for ADAR 

4:  add $809,000 and STATE intersections split from 20197 

5:  add $1,670,800 and STATE intersections split from 20215 

6: move $262,100 and LOCAL intersections to new project 
Local intersections being moved are not listed in the location data on this project and are: 
1: Gateway St at Gateway Loop and 2: 42nt at International Paper Drive 

NOTE: currently the Local is paying match on the local intersections.  We are moving these to 

the new KN so everything remaining here will be STATE intersections and only STATE match 

while the new KN will be all Local match
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KN: 20215 PROJECT NAME: 
Region 2 (Central) urban signal enhancements  (City of Albany 
Signal Enhancements) 

Fix-It Region 2 

PHASE YEAR 
FUND 
CODE 

FEDERAL DOLLARS STATE MATCH LOCAL MATCH TOTAL DOLLARS 

PLAN  $    -   $    -   $-   

PE 2019 MS30  $   48,450.54  $    -   $4,087.46  $52,538.00  Remove these locations 

R/W  $    -   $    -   $-   

UR  $    -   $    -   $-       

CN 2021 MS30  $     339,150.12  $    -   $28,611.88  $367,762.00 

OTHER  $    -   $    -   $-   

TOTAL:  $387,600.66  $-    $32,699.34  $420,300.00 

 $    (1,670,800)  < change 

1:  reduce overall funding by $1,670,800 and move STATE locations to 20221:  reduce PE by $208,562 and reduce CN by $1,462,238 

2:  move three locations to K20221 

3:  add new LOCAL locations 

TOTAL FEDERAL PROJECT TOTAL 

 $-  $- 

 $48,450.54  $52,538.00 

 $-  $- 

 $-  $- 

 $339,150.12  $367,762.00 

 $-  $- 

 $387,600.66  $420,300.00 

Add these locations:  - Queen Avenue/Hill Street
- Waverly Drive/21st Avenue
- Waverly Drive/Grand Prairie Road -Queen Avenue/Geary Street
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Albany Area MPO 
Strategic Assessment

AAMPO Technical Advisory Committee
February 14, 2019
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Outline

• Background/Review of Strategic 
Assessments

• Process
– Vision Eval Planning Model 
– Outputs & Reporting
– Sensitivity Testing

• Next Steps
• Questions / Discussion
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• A planning tool to estimate how well 
adopted plans and policies come to 
achieving desired outcomes

• A coordinated effort between DLCD, 
AAMPO, & ODOT

• Tests different policy choices to inform 
decision-making by demonstrating how 
different choices can lead to potentially 
different outcomes

• E.g. Does increasing transit service help to 
reduce VMT and traffic congestion, and 
improve air quality?

What is a Strategic Assessment?Attachment D
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• AAMPO Planning Area
– Transportation Analysis Zones
– RSPM Districts

• Jurisdictions included
– Jefferson
– Millersburg
– Albany
– Tangent
– Linn County
– Benton County

Study Area Attachment D
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Vision Eval (Formerly RSPM) is based on local data, plans, 
and national studies

Model Development:
– Oregon travel data and surveys
– National studies of travel behavior

AAMPO Inputs:
– Census data
– State Population forecasts 
– Adopted land use and transportation plans

• Regional Transportation Plan (RTP)
– CALM Travel Model RTP Inputs/Assumptions

• TAZ-level data from Travel Model
• Travel Model Network

– Information provided by local contacts and 
agencies

Vision Eval Planning ModelAttachment D
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Inputs
• Regional Context
• Community Design
• Marketing & 

Incentives
• Fleet & Technology
• Pricing

1. Create MPO 
Households

2. Estimate Daily VMT

3. Add Vehicles & 
Estimate 
Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions

Outputs
• Mobility

‐ Vehicle miles 
traveled

• Land Use
- Mixed Use
- Housing Type

• Economy
‐ Travel delay

• Equity
‐ Household travel 

costs
• Environment

- Air Quality
- Greenhouse gas 

emissions

Vision Eval Planning Model

Re-calculate 
to balance 

VMT & travel 
costs

Vision Eval

Attachment D
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Vision Eval evaluates a full range of factors that 
affect household travel and emissions

Regional
Context

Local Actions Collaborative Actions
Community 

Design
Marketing & 
Incentives

Fleet & 
Technology Pricing

• Demographics
• Income

Growth
• Fuel Price

• Future Housing 
(Single- &  
multi-family, 
mixed use)

• Parking Fees
• Transit Service
• Biking
• Roads

• TDM (home & 
work-based)

• Car Service
• Education on 

Driving 
Efficiency

• Intelligent 
Transportation 
Systems

• Vehicle Fuel 
Economy 
(mpg)

• Fuels
• Commercial

Fleets

• Pay as You 
Drive 
Insurance

• Gas Taxes
• Road User 

Fee

Vision Eval Planning ModelAttachment D
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Evaluation Measures
Outputs/Evaluation 
Measures
• Mobility

‐ Vehicle Miles Traveled
• Land Use

- Mixed Use
- Housing Type

• Economy
‐ Travel Delay

• Equity
‐ Household Travel Costs

• Environment
- Air Quality
- Greenhouse Gas Emissions
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Base Case/
Existing Conditions

Adopted Plans + 
Recent Trends

Adopted Plans
+ STS 

Year 2010 2040 2040

Local Actions Existing data from 
Census, ODOT,
local sources

Adopted regional and local plans:  
AAMPO RTP, comprehensive plans 

and TSPs

State Actions 
and 
Collaborative 
Efforts

Existing data from 
Census, ODOT,
local sources

Continue existing 
State efforts

Adds certain STS
strategies, such 
as:
• Road User Fee
• PAYD Insurance
• Eco-driving 

Programs 

Strategic Assessment ReportingAttachment D
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What is sensitivity testing?
– Evaluates the effects of individual & combined strategies 

on model outputs.
– Evaluates the resilience of strategies under alternative 

income and fuel price conditions. 

What questions will it answer? 
– How can we reach our shared goals?  
– What strategies (i.e. pricing, transit, etc.) are most 

important in reaching our goals? 
– How effective are the different strategies?
– Are there other benefits (e.g. improved air quality) to these 

actions?

Sensitivity Testing Attachment D
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What is the process?
• Develop bundles of strategies 

and test different levels of 
ambition 

• 100’s of model runs reflecting all 
combinations of strategies and 
levels

• Outputs identify regional benefits

How will the results be 
shared?
• Strategic Assessment Report 

Sensitivity Testing
Bundle Sensitivity Test

1. Vehicles/Fuels

2. Pricing

3. Alternate  Land Use

4. Transit Investment

5. Light Vehicle Promotion

6. Parking Policies

7. Driving Efficiency

8. Demand Management

9. Income

10. Fuel PriceC
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		CAMPO Strategic Assessment - Sensitivity Test Input Summary

										2010		Year 2035 Level of Ambition*

		Bundle		Sensitivity Test				Description				1 (Adopted Plans)		2		3		Notes / Justification

		State-Level Actions		1. Aggressive Vehicles/Fuels		More aggressive turn-over of vehicle fleet  to EV and PHEV, as well as reduced share of fleet  that is light truck. (Note:  requires appropriate land use given battery range limitation).		Fleet		Rule (auto/LtTrk)
99%/99%ICE, 0%/0% EV)		Rule (auto/LtTrk)
9%/31%ICE, 6%/1% EV)		Rule (auto/LtTrk)
7%/25% ICE, 14%/14% EV				2- STS Vision, beyond Rule
(No fuels change between Rule, STS-Ref, STS-vision)

								% Light Trucks		37%		30%		20%				2 - Decrease by 10 percentage points (STS Vision decreases Benton by 9%)

				2. Aggressive Pricing		More aggressive pricing policies implemented at a state level, including VMT fee, Carbon fee, fee to cover social costs, pay-as-you-drive insurance.		VMT fee ($/mile)		0		0		$0.03/mile				2 - STS Vision (per Agency Technical Report model runs to be revenue nuetral, assumed fixed, but would vary by scenario)

								Social costs fee		0		0		69.40%				2 - STS Vision (works out to be roughly $0.03/mile)		Social costs fee ($/mile)

								Gas tax ($/gallon)		$0.424		$0.480		$0.480				2 - None with VMT fee

								Electricity costs (per kwh)		$0.080		$0.204		$0.303				2 - STS Vision

								PAYD insurance Coverage ($0.06/mile)		0		0		99%				2 - STS Vision (Metro and CLMPO use 100%, STS Vision 100% in 2050)

		Community Design		3. Alternate  Land Use		Changes in future development patterns, including different growth patterns within existing/expanded UGB, different dwelling unit type mix, increases in urban mixed use areas.
Changes in future development patterns, including different growth patterns within existing/expanded UGB, different dwelling unit type mix, increases in urban mixed use areas.
		Channel growth 		Census		DKS						Talk to DLCD about alternative land use, target mixed use levels (methods:  reduce urbanized area, 0% new SFD in3 district urban core, other?)

								DU type mix		Census		Comp Plan

								Mixed Use		14.4%		RSPM		20%		30%

				4. Transit Investment		Changes in future transit service levels and  cleaner bus fuels and/or electric vehicles.		Lane miles per capita		6.24 LnMi/Cap		1x		2.4x		4x		2 - STS Vision
3 - Increase necessary to be comparable with similar size jurisdictions throughout the country (STS chart)

								Bus fuels/electric 		5% biodiesel
0% electric		20% biodiesel
0% electric		N/A biodiesel
100% electric				2 - CTS estimates 100% electric by 2050, pushed to 2035. 
Not LDV but important policy for CAMPO

				5. Light Vehicle Promo		Changes in bicycle trip diversion, including consideration of future e-bikes and light vehicles		SOV trip diversion		9%		12%		20%		24%		2 - STS Vision
3 - Doubling

				6. Parking Policies		Changes in parking policies, including expanded parking fee locations (work-focused) or rates, or increase in cash-out/buy-back parking programs.		Parking (work/non-work) 		1.5%/6.5%		17.5%/15%		17.5%/15%		17.5%/15%		Keep constant

								MPO Average Parking Fee (2005$)		$3.30 / day		$3.35 / day		$5.00 / day		$5.00 / day		2 - ~1.5 times, 3 - Keep constant

								Cash out		0%		0.8%		0.8%		15%		1- 2010 CAMPO, 3 - Nearly all locations with parking fee go to employee cash-out. Important policy for CAMPO

		Marketing/Incentives		7. Driving Efficiency		Promotion of programs that improve driving efficiency, including increased investment in ITS programs, and programs to promote eco-driving, use of low-roll tires, and household vehicle mpg optimization.		ITS programs (signals/access)		40%/50%		40%/50%		95%/80%				2 - STS Vision / Central Lane

								eco-driving 		0%		0%		83.30%				2 - STS Vision

								low-rolling resistance tires		0%		0%		82.20%				2 - STS Vision

								HH mpg optimiz		0%		0%		82.20%				2 - STS Vision

				8. Demand Management		Promotion of programs that improve driving efficiency, including increased deployment of TDM (work and home-based programs), increased car-sharing program.		TDM (work/home) 		2.1%/1%		2.2%/5%		15%/12%				2 - Use 2010-2035 change in STS Vision (applied to CAMPOs 2010 values), Metro 40/60, CLMPO50/20

								Car sharing (# of vehicles)		2		50		75				2 - 1.5 times current Enterprise plans		Car sharing (# of vehicles, #HHs?)



										Reduced 		Adopted Plans		Increased

		Context Setting		9. Income		Resiliance of Policy effects under alternative assumptions of economic growth (reflected in state income growth).				0% CAGR
(0.4% CAGR)		0.7% CAGR 		1.1% CAGR				Reduced - keep 2010 state income (and/or set to half STS-ref growth?)
Adopted Plans - 80-year history compound average growth rate
Increased - 1.5x STS-Ref growth

				10. Fuel Price		Resiliance of Policy effects under alternative future fuel price assumptions.				$2.43		$5.53		$10.00				Reduced - Keep 2010 price (still grows with inflation)
Adopted Plans - STS Reference
Increased - Approximately doubling / Central Lane

		Note:  All monetary values are in 2005$. 

		*Levels:		1 = Original 2035 inputs / adopted plans

				2 = More ambitious

				3 = Most ambitious

		**RISK: 		Fuels - Remove Low Carbon Fuel Standard

				Transit - Tara to run. May not present results.

				Parking - Tara to run. May not present results.

				Land Use - less aggressive if City indicates "Adopted Plans" scenario is aggressive

				** Treat Context Setting (Income & Fuel) as scenarios to test resiliance of various policies



		Suggested Output Measures:

		Preface results with population vs. per capita discussion using ATR.  Per CLMPO 75% total reduction by 2050 is 88% reduction per capita after accounting for pop growth. Then measures can all be per capita

		 Note:  Select ~5 for dashboard indicators, larger set in report/scenario viewer.  TBD after review of results

				GHG emissions/Capita (Mtons/Capita/year)

				GHG % reduction/capita 2005-2035

				Annual GHG

				Daily VMT/Capita

				DVMT % reduction/capita 2005-2035

				Bike Miles per Capita

				Pedestrian Trips per Capita

				Bike Miles % reduction/capita 2005-2035

				Ped Trips % reduction/capita 2005-2035

				HH Transport Costs - Fuel(2005$/Capita)

				HH Transport Costs - Own/O&M (2005$/Capita)

				HH Transport Costs - Total(2005$/Capita)

				HH Transport Costs - % reduction/capita (average)

				HH Transport Costs - % reduction/capita forlow/mid inc group

				Truck Travel time (or cost)  (minutes, or $ assuming wage)								can also spit out for HHs, not significant for CAMPO?

				Delay % reduction/capita 2005-2035

				Air Quality Pollutants (MetricTons/day)

				AQ pollutants % reduction 2005-2035

				Energy Consumption - Transport Fuel (gallons/capita)

				Energy Consumption - Elect for Transport (KwHr/capita)								can also split out HHs, CommFleet, All LDV, LDV+Bus)

				Gallons  consumed % reduction/capita 2005-2035

				Transportation Funding - Road fees (State Gas Tax, VMT, Social Costs)

				Transportation Funding -CAMPO Tp Utility Fee (sensitive to fuel price)

				% Households in Urban Mixed Use areas (only varies for community design bundles)

				Net Emissions Rate (g/mile) (covers fleet, congestion, etc.)								can also split out HHs, CommFleet, All LDV, LDV+Bus)

				Vehicles/HH

				Scenario viewer:

				Vehicle/HH

				SOV5MI DVMT/HH

				Annual parkig Cost/HH

				Annual Fuel Cost/HH

				Truck Time Cost

				LDV Rd AQ pollutants

				LDV Rd CO2/cap

				% MX HHs

				Walk Trips/HH



&D	&F




1-off results

								2035 Output Measures

								Environment				Mobility				Equity		Other

		Bundle		Sensitivity Test		 Level		GHG Reduction		Air Quality Pollutants		VMT/Cap		Delay		Travel Costs		TBD

		State-Level Actions		7. Aggressive Vehicles/Fuels		1

						2

				8. Aggressive Pricing		1

						2

		Community Design		1. Alternate  Land Use		1

						2

						3

				2. Transit Investment		1

						2

						3

				3. Light Vehicle Promo		1

						2

						3

				4. Parking Policies		0

						1

						2

						3

		Marketing & Incentives		5. Driving Efficiency		1

						2

				6. Demand Management		1

						2



		Context Setting		9. Income Growth		0

						1

						2

				10. Fuel Price		0

						1

						2





SimpleDescriptions

		Bundle		Sensitivity Test

		State-Level Actions		1. Vehicles/Fuels

				2. Pricing

		Community Design		3. Alternate  Land Use

				4. Transit Investment

				5. Light Vehicle Promotion

				6. Parking Policies

		Marketing & Incentives		7. Driving Efficiency

				8. Demand Management

		Context Setting		9. Income

				10. Fuel Price















Vision Eval Key Inputs

Inputs Review
• Regional Context

‒ Demographics

• Community Design
‒ Dwelling Units and Land Use

• Marketing & Incentives
– TDM/TO and ITS

• Fleet & Technology

• Pricing – (fuel price and electricity costs)

Attachment D
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• Develop Inputs
• Model Runs
• Reference Case Scenario
• Sensitivity Testing
• Key Paths Analysis
• Develop Strategic Assessment Report
• AAMPO Committee Meetings

Next Steps Attachment D
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Questions?
For more information:

Scenario Planning and Strategic Assessment: 
https://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/Planning/Pages/Strategic-Assessment.aspx

Contacts:
Albany Area MPO:
Dana Nichols, dnichols@ocwcog.org

Department of Land Conservation and Development: 
Cody Meyer, cody.meyer@state.or.us

Oregon Department of Transportation:
Brian Hurley, brian.j.hurley@odot.state.or.us

Attachment D
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